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INTERFACIAL SHEAR-STRESS DISTRIBUTION AT A FINITE
LENGTH FIBER SUBJECTED TO AN ARBITRARY PLANE
STRESS FIELD

CharI.. w. Bert

School of Aerospace, Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering, University of Oklahoma,
Norman, Oklahoma

Ua, the elemeaW'y Ihear·tq theory for aD iJolated fiber embedded in •
matriz. the iatedac:ial sheat-sttesl Clistributioo is calculated as a faacOoa of the
aas1e betweea the bdial directioD aDd the fiber axis. The results obcaiaed show
reuoaable -.reemeat with a.ai1abJe phocoelastic data.

Eq.3

When a composite containing continuous
fiben is loaded parallel to the Eiben, the
matrix and fibers are strained the same
amount. However, when a fiber fractures
due to presence of flaws, each fiber segment
and the matrix generally experience quite
different strain distributions. If the longi
tudinal fiber modulus, EI' is greater than
the matrix elastic modulus, Em' the fiber
legment restrains elongation of the matrix
In the local region adjacent to the matrix,
as shown in Figure 1. The elastic strain dis-
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PlGUU 1. Scbematic cUapam depicdq the
deformadoa OC'CU= fa aa elastic matrix adja·
ceat CO a ftaiteo fibel'.

tribution in the matrix is non-uniform,
with the non.uniformity decreasing with
increasing distance from the fiber. This
same phenomenon occurs in composites
cnntaining discontinuous fiben, such as
whisken.

It has been shown (1) that the normal
suess distribution in a discontinuous fiber
is determined by the· distribution of shear
mas at the fiber-matrix. incerface. A fiber
IegllleDt of. t8dius r is coosidered. and the
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interfacial shear stress at a distance, x, from
the end of the fiber is denoted as T (x).
The total force accumulated along the fiber
up to a distance x\ from the end is given by

Xl

P(x) = 2m J or (x) dx E Iq.
o

The axial normal stress in the fiber seg
ment, (f (x), is equal to the axial force
divided by the fiber cross-sectional area, i.e.,

Xl
o(x) • P(x) lrrr

2
• (2/r) J T(X) dx Eq. 2

o
Numerous analytical and experimental

investigations have been devoted to study
of the nature and mechanisms of fiber·
matrix interaction and load transfer, d.
the simple analyses presented by Cox (1),
Dow (2), and Rosen (3).

The analysis presented here is a generali
zation of the work of Cox (1) from loading
parallel to the fiber «(f \) to arbitrary in·
plane loading «(f h (f 2, C1 8) •

ANALYSIS

First, the matrix is cnnsidered to act
alone under the influence of a general in
plane stress field. The resulting displace
meot component in the direction of the
fibers is denoted by u mO

• Next the fibers
are considered to be present and their axial
displacement is denoted by u. The fofU,
P, developed in the fiber is then related to
the difference between the two displace
menu as follows:

p. a::H(u-uo)
x m

where H = a constant, x is the axial posi
tion along the fiber, and P,x deootesIP/b.
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However,
P = Af (Ef - Em> u'x Eq."

where A f _ fiber ~sectiooal area, E f

==fiber longitudinal elastic modulus, and
E ...=matrix elastic modulus.

Equations 3 and .( can be combined with
the following result:

2 0 Eq. S
P'xx - a P m - H€m

where .. 0 ~ u 0 = constant and.. .,x

jl2=(H/A r )(E f - E
m

)-l

The general solution of Equation S is

The boundary conditions which must be
satisfied for P are that it must be equal
to zero at each end of the fiber, i.e., P(O)
= P (L) = 0, where L =length of fiber
segment. Then from Equations 2 and 6, the
axial stress in the fiber is

"(x) K P/"f - (E f - E..) <.
0

[1 - co:~.~ 1t~i~~1 Eq. 7

and the interfacial shear stress is, from
Equation 2,

T(X) - (r/2) O.x - (Il f -Il..) (il<: r/2) :~;~ nl~i» Eq. 8

Figure 2 shows plots of the stress distri
butions as given by Equations 7 and 8.

The analyses of Dow (2) and Rosen (3)
differ from that of Cox (1) only in the
expressions for the coefficients. Table 1
lists the various expressions in dimension-

DISTANCE FROM END OF FIBER, X
FlGUU 2. Stress diltributioDl alDq the leqch

of • diIcootiouous fiber.

less form. Cox assumed that the discontinu
ous fiber was surrounded by six hexagonally
packed adjacent fibers. Rosen used a self
consistent model consisting of a fiber sur
rounded by a sheath of matrix material,
which in tum is embedded in an infinite
medium having elastic properties equal to
that of the composite.

The above mentioned analyses have been
coofirmed qualitatively by photoelastic
studies (d. Ref. 4) of matrix material in
the vicinity of a single, discontinuous fiber
when the composite is loaded in the direc
tion of the fiber.

TABLE 1. &P'.ssiofls for lb. tlitruflsiDflless ,.1IIrHIW jltl«cortl;"g to th,.•• tliff.,..", .UsI;e 1oMlI,._f.,. lhe0ri4s.a

Analysis

Cox

Dow

Rosen

Ref.

1

2

3

2 ( 'J/'E {Gf/E f } [1 + (EfVf/EmVm}])\

• {(/2-1) + {G/Gm} [/2 + (Vm/Vf) - .(2]r\
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Apparently the only experiments on the
m-e. diltl'ibutioo for unluial loading at
various acute angles to the fiber direction
are thoee of McGarry and Fujiwara (5).
POI' this case, the strain parallel to the fiber
(c III 0) is related to the applied stress (eft')
at angle , from the fiber direction as fol.
lows:

Ira
0

• "1 • (al '/Eu )(C08
2

9 - "128in2g) Eq. 9

where II 12 and Ell are the major Poisson's
ratio and major Young's modulus of the
composite. Thus, combining Equations 8
and 9, one obtains the following expression
for the interfacial shear stress T (0), at a
given Ioc:ation x, as a function of the load
orientation angle':

2 2
T(9) - 1"(0) (COB 9 - \/12810 9) Eq. 10

figure 3 shows a comparison between
McGarry and Fujiwara's photoelastic results
.,.d the prediction by use of Equation 10,
ailuming that the composite has a major
"isIOn's ratio of 0.26. Although the agree.
"-t is only fair. it is a considerable im·

provement over the eotfl, relatioo suggested
by McGarry and Fujiwara.
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PIGU1l1 3. Shear stress distribution versus an
p1ar orientation of uoiuia1 load.
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